Military White Paper

Small Tactical Multi-Payload Aerostat System - II (STMPAS-II)
Mission Worldwide military and peacekeeping operations highlighted requirements for low cost, responsive,
and mobile systems to elevate electronic payloads to a few thousand feet. Needed are Persistent Surveillance
for 24/7 EO/IR surveillance and Networked Communications Relays to dispersed forces without using scarce
satellite bandwidth. Forward deployed units need surveillance and communications with lower logistics and
manpower than satellites, aircraft, or UAS but with more coverage and fewer blind spots than towers.
Aerostats are the most efficient means for persistent altitude coverage but traditional aerostats are large and
their ground equipment has very limited mobility and lengthy set-up times, limiting their use. Carolina
Unmanned Vehicles (CUV) developed the Small Tactical Multi-Payload Aerostat System (STMPAS) to
remove these limitations, creating a mobile cost effective tactical aerostat system. The Army Rapid
Equipping Force deployed STMPAS-I to Afghanistan to provide ISR capability for small tactical units.
Operational Benefits STMPAS consists of three major subsystems: The Helikite / Helirest, Carrier, and
Payloads. Taken together these comprise a system far smaller and more versatile than any comparable unit
(Fig. 1). STMPAS uses a specially designed tethered blimp, called a Helikite that combines helium and wind
lift so even very small sizes operate easily in high wind, allowing it to be a fraction of the cost and manpower
of traditional lighter-than-air designs. Carried by a single HMMWV trailer Carrier, STMPAS-II is operated
by a two person crew. It is very mobile and cost-effective through use of unique designs to reduce the need
for ground crews to handle the blimp during launch and recovery.
STMPAS-II is suitable for surveillance, communications relay, and intelligence collection for military,
Border control and Law Enforcement. Compared to towers, UAS and aircraft, STMPAS-II has significant
operational advantages for mobile surveillance and communications relay. It covers a far larger area than
tower based cameras, and has reduced blind spots due to obstacles in the field of view. Operating and
maintenance cost is a fraction of the cost of using aircraft or UAS to lift surveillance or relay payloads.
Status The newly available STMPAS-II, with the Helikite launched directly from the trailer top rather than
from the ground, has improved launch timeline, reduced problems with muddy / rocky ground, and allows
moving with the Helikite inflated atop the trailer. The Helirest air inflated unit on the trailer top restrains and
protects to the Helikite during inflation / deflation and provides a safe working area for the two person crew,
protecting them from falling. Winches are available that can carry tethers up to 10,000 feet and be equipped
with electrical slip rings and fiber optic rotary joints for power / data tethers. STMPAS-II retains the small
crew size, high mobility, air transportability and logistics supportability of STMPAS-I.
CUV is a small Woman-Owned company in Raleigh, NC, focused on small aerostats and Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles. Contact: Mike Rogers, (919) 851-9898, merogers@carolinaunmanned.com
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